I call it, Feeling my way towards
Infinity.
Taking a dull, abused blade and
slowly, carefully bringing it to a
strange, invisible edge that can
shave hair like a barber and slice
through meat like butter. The
final product is a knife that
demands respect. The edge of
the blade is mirror smooth,
without the common saw tooth
that most knife sharpeners
produce. This fine clean line will
cut like a razor and does not dull
as fast as a common edge.

Recommendations from Customers and Comments
"If I'd known what a difference it would make, I
would have done this years ago!"
Ruth from Vancouver
"They're beautiful! You undervalue your service."
Rick from Portland
"I'm sold! I'll never take them anywhere else!"
Greg from Vancouver
"In my mind you made a good knife great!!!"
Mike from Vancouver
"I cut myself..."
Marsha from Vancouver

The superior convex character
of the completed knife is geometrically more stable than the
more common concave edge,
removes less metal and is less
likely to chip, crack, or bend.
Good Knife Sharpening is not
only a skill, but a kind of art
form. Your Knife sharpener
should not only know knives,
but also understand the people
who use them and how they be
handled. Just like a Samurai's
sword was called his soul, for a
good cook, their knives take on
a deep meaning.

"Yes! I love my knives - and I am wary of them - so
sharp! Cutting tomatoes is now a joy."
Megan from Portland
"The knives are sharper than they have been in
years.Love the skull tape!"
John from Portland
"OMG! The knives are like new"
Angela from Portland
Sharpening Prices
Single Edge Knives You drop off = $3 each
Double Edged Knives or Daggers Drop Off = $5 each
Folding Knives drop off = 1st Blade $3. $2 for each extra
Blade
Scissors drop off = $5
Clippers & Loppers = $6
Swords drop off = $20

Tips on Using a Steel
The use of a steel is a delicate and generally
misunderstood art usually typified by a
dramatic florish of the knife and steel,
resulting in damaged blades and
dissapointing edges. It should a gentle and
subtle dance which carefully realigns the
slightly bent and dented blade. It does not
remove metal, it simply prolongs the edge
you already have.
Step 1: Position the Steel
Place the steel vertically on a folded tea
towel and hold it firmly point down.
Step 2: Position the Knife
Hold the knife with the spine touching the
guard of the steel., the wide part of the
handle for thick knives and the narrow part
for thin knives. If your steel does not have a
rectangular guard, approximate the angle of
the original sharpening, usually around 20
degrees.
Step 3: Steel the Edge.
Starting at the heel of the knife, draw the
blade down with a gentle slicing motion all
the way to the tip, as if you were slicing a
long thin strip off the steel. Do this twice on
each side letting the weight of the knife do
most of the work.

